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Abstract. Fuzzy soft set are introduced by author Molodtsov, which is solve imprecise 
problems in the field of engineering, social science, economic, medical secience and 
environment. This paper addresses the study of domination in fuzzy soft graphs. By using 
the concept of strength of a path, strength of connectedness and strong arc, domination 
set is established. The necessary and sufficient condition for the minimum domination set 
of FSG is investigated. Further some properties of independent domination number of 
FSG are obtained and the proposed concepts are described with suitable examples. 
Finally, we state and prove some results related to these concepts.  
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1. Introduction  
Fuzzy graph theory was introduced by Azriel Rosenfied in 1975. Though it is very young 
it has been growing very fast and has humevous applications in varies fields. Fuzzy set 
was inroduced by Zadeh [8] whose basic components is only a membership function. The 
generalization of Zadeh’s fuzzy set, called fuzzy soft set was introduced by Molodtsov 
[2]. Molodtsov [1] applied this theory to several direction such as smoothness of 
function, game theory, operation research, probability and measurement were more active 
doing research on soft set. A. Somasundaram and S. Somasundaram [9] presented more 
concept of independent domination, connected domination in fuzzy graphs. In 2006, 
Nagoorgani and Chandrasekaran [7] defineµ complement of fuzzy graph, which slightly 
differs from the definition from the definition of complement of fuzzy graph discussed by 
Sunitha and Vijayakumar[6] 

 In 2015, Mohinta and samanta [8] introduced the notions of fuzzy soft graphs, 
union, intersection of two Fuzzy Soft Graphs with a few properties releated to finite 
union ad intersection of fuzzy soft graphs. Akram and Nawaz [9] introduced the notions 
of fuzzy soft graphs, strong fuzzy soft graphs, complete soft graph,regular fuzzy soft 
graph and investigated some properties. Akram and Nawaz [10] developed the concepts 
of soft graphs, vertex-induced soft graphs, edge-induced soft graphs and describe some 
operations on soft graphs. Akram and Zafar [11] introduced the notions of soft trees, soft 
bridges, soft cutnodes, and describe a various methods of construction of soft trees. In 
2016, Akram and Nawaz [12] presented concepts of fuzzy soft graphs, certain types of 
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irregular fuzzy soft graphs and described applications of fuzzy soft graphs in social 
network and road network, Akram and Zafar [13] introduced notions of fuzzy soft cycles, 
fuzzy soft bridge, fuzzy soft cut node, fuzzy soft trees, and investigate some of their 
fundamental properties. They also studied some types of arcs in fuzzy soft graphs. 

 In this paper, we introduced dominating set, domination number, independent 
set, independent number, total dominating set and total dominating number in fuzzy soft 
graph.The necessary and sufficient condition for the minimum domination set of FSG is 
investigated. Further some properties of independent domination number of FSG are 
obtained and the proposed concepts are described with suitable examples. 
 
2. Preliminaries 
Definition 2.1.  Let U  be an initial universe set and E  be the set of parameters. Let 

)(UP  denotes the power set of U . A pair ),( EF  is called a soft set over U  where F  

is a mapping given by )(: UPEF → .   
 
Definition 2.2.  Let U  be a initial universe set and E  be the set of parameters. Let 

EA ⊂ . A pair ),( AF  is called fuzzy soft set over U  where F  is mapping given by 
UIAF →:  where UI  denotes the collection of all fuzzy subsets of U . 

 
Definition 2.3.  Let V  be a nonempty finite set and )()(),( yxyx σσσ ∧≤  for all 

VVyx ×∈),( . Then the pair ),(= µσG  is called a fuzzy graph over the set V  Here 

σ  and µ  are respectively called fuzzy vertex and fuzzy edge of the fuzzy graph 

),(= µσG .  

 
Definition 2.4.  Let ),(= µσG  be a fuzzy graph. The order of ),(= µσG  is defined 
as: 

)(=)( uGO
Vu

σ∑
∈

 

 and the size of ),(= µσG  is defined as:  
 

),(=)(
,

vuGS
Vvu

µ∑
∈

. 

 
Definition 2.5.  Let ),(= µσG  be a fuzzy graph. The degree of a a vertexu is defined 
as: 

),(=)(
,

vuud
uvVv

µ∑
≠∈

 

Definition 2.6. Given ),(= µσG  be a fuzzy graph. The complement of G  is defined as 

),(= µσG , where ),()()(=),( yxyxyx µσσµ −∧  for all ., Vyx ∈ When G  is a 

fuzzy graph, ),(= µσG  is also a fuzzy graph.  
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Definition 2.7. Given ),(= µσG  to be a fuzzy graph. The µ -complement of G  is 

defined as ),(= µµ µσG , where ),()()(=),( yxyxyx µσσµ µ −∧  if 0>),( yxµ  and 

0=),( yxµµ  if 0.=),( yxµ  
 
Definition 2.8. Let },...,,{= 21 nxxxV  is non empty set,E  (Paremeters Set) and .EA ⊆  

Also let, 
)(i )(: VFA→ρ  (Collection of all fuzzy subsets in V) 

)(=)( sayee eρρ֏ and 

[0,1]: →Veρ  

)( iei xx ρ֏  

:),( ρA  Fuzzy soft vertex. 

)(ii )(: VVFA ×→µ  (Collection of all fuzzy subsets in VV × ) 

)(=)( sayee eµµ֏  

[0,1]: →×VVeµ  

),(),( jieji xxxx µ֏  

:),( µA  Fuzzy soft edge. 

Then )),(),,(( µρ AA  is called a fuzzy soft graph if and only if 

)()(),( jeieji xxxx ρρµ ∧≤  for all Ae∈  and for all ,1,2,=, …ji  and this fuzzy soft 

graphs is denoted by .,VAG  

 
Definition 2.9. The underlying crisp graph of a fuzzy soft graph )),(),,((=, µρ AAG VA  

is denoted by ),(= *** µρG , where 0>)(:= iei xVx ρρ ∈  for some ,Ee∈
0>),(:),(=*

jieji xxVVxx µµ ×∈  for some E∈ . 

 
Definition 2.10. A fuzzy soft graph )),(),,((=, µρ AAG VA  is called strong fuzzy soft 

graph if )()(=),( ieieji xxxx ρρµ ∧  for all Aexx ji ∈∈ ,),( *µ  and is complete fuzzy 

soft graph if )()(=),( ieiejie xxxx ρρµ ∧  for all Aexx ji ∈∈ ,),( *ρ  

 
Definition 2.11. Let )),(),,((=, µρ AAG VA  be a fuzzy soft graph Then the order of 

VAG ,  is defined as: 

))((=)( , ie
VixAe

VA xGO ρ∑∑
∈∈

 

and the size of VAG ,  is defined as: 
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)),((=)(
,

, jie
VjxixAe

VA xxGO µ∑∑
∈∈

 

Definition 2.12. Let )),(),,((=, µρ AAG VA  be a fuzzy soft graph. The order of a vertex 

u  is defined as: 

)).,((=)(
,

,
vuud e

vuVvAe
VAG µ∑∑

≠∈∈

 

 
Definition 2.13. A fuzzy soft edge joining a fuzzy soft vertex to itself is called a fuzzy soft 
loop. 
 
Definition 2.14. Let )),(),,((=, µρ AAG VA  be a fuzzy soft graph. If for all Ae∈  there 

is more than one fuzzy soft edge joining two soft vertices , then the fuzzy soft graph is 
called a fuzzy soft pseudo graph ad these edges are called fuzzy soft multiple edges.  
 
Definition 2.15. )),(),,((=, µρ AAG VA  is called a fuzzy soft simple graph if it has 

neither fuzzy soft loops nor fuzzy soft multiple edges for all Ae∈ .  
 
Definition 2.16. Let )),(),,((=, µρ AAG VA  be a fuzzy soft graph. Then the VAG ,  is 

called isolated fuzzy soft graph if 0=),( jie xxµ  for all AeVVxx ji ∈×∈ ,,  

 
Definition 2.17. An edge in a fuzzy soft graph ),(),,((=, µρ AAG VA  is said to be an 

effective fuzzy soft edge if )()(=),( ieiejie xxxx ρρµ ∧  where AeVVxx ji ∈×∈ ,),( .  

 
Definition 2.18. If two fuzzy soft vertices have a fuzzy soft edge joining them. then they 
are called fuzzy soft adjacent vertices. And if two fuzzy soft edges are incident with a 
common fuzzy soft vertex, then they are called fuzzy soft adjacent edges. 
 
3. Main results 
Definition 3.1. The strength of connectedness between two nodes vu,  in a fuzzy soft 

graph VAG ,  is }1,2,3,=:),({=),( …kxxsupxx ji
k
ejie µµ ∞  where 

)},(),(),({=),( 1221 jkjejieji
k
e xxxxxxsupxx −++ ∧∧ µµµµ …  

 
Definition 3.2. An arc ),( ji xx  is said to be a strong arc or strong edge, if 

),(>),( jiee xxvu ∞µµ  and the node jx  is said to be strong neighbour of ix . If ),( ji xx is 

not strong arc then jx  is called isolated node or isolated vertex. In a fuzzy soft graph, 

every arc is a strong arc then the graph is called strong arc fuzzy soft graph. 
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Let ix  be a node in fuzzy soft graph vAG ,  then )},(:{=)( jiii xxxxN  is strong 

arc is called neighbourhood of ix  and }{)(=)( iii xxNxN ∪  is closed neighbourhood of 

ix . 

 
Definition 3.3. A vertex Aexx ji ∈∈ ,, *µ  of a fuzzy soft graph ),(),,((=, µρ AAG vA  is 

said to be an isolated vertex if 0=),(,, *
jievk xxxx µµ∈  for all vkji xxxx ,, ≠ . That is 

φ=)( ixN . Thus an isolated vertex does not dominated any other vertex of vAG , . 

 
Definition 3.4. Let )),(),,(=, µρ AAG vA  be a fuzzy soft graph on Ae∈,*ρ .Let 

Aexxxx lkji ∈∈ ,),(),,( *ρ  we say that ji xx ,  dominates lk xx ,  in vAG ,  if there exists a 

strong edges between them. 
)(i  For any Aexxxx lkji ∈∈ ,),(),,( *ρ  if ),( ji xx  dominates ),( lk xx  then 

),( lk xx  dominates ),( ji xx  and hence domination is a symmetric relation on .,* Ae∈ρ  

)(ii  For any ),(,, *
lkji xxNxx ρ∈  is precisely the set of all vertices in *ρ  

which dominated by ., ji xx  

)(iii  If ),(<),( jiejie xxxx ∞µµ  for all Aexxxx lkji ∈∈ ,),(),,( *ρ  then the 

dominating set of vAG ,  is .*ρ  

 
Definition 3.5. Let ),(= **

, µρvAG  be a fuzzy soft graph and ),( ji xx  be a node in vAG ,  

then there exists a node ),( kk xx  such that )),(),,(( lkji xxxx  is a strong arc then we say 

that ),( ji xx  dominates lk xx , .  

 
Definition 3.6. A subset D  os V  is called a dominating set in vAG ,  if for every vertex 

DVxk −∈−1 , there exixts a vertex Dxx ji ∈,  such that ji xx ,  dominates Dxx lk ∈, .  

 
Definition 3.7. A dominating set D  of vAG ,  is said to be minimal dominating set if no 

noproper subset of D  is a dominating set.  
 
Definition 3.8. Minimum cardinality among all dominating set is called lower 
domination number of vAG ,  and is denoted by )( ,vAB Gd  

)( ,vAB Gd ∑
∈Ae

= ))(De
VD

ρ∑
∈

 

Definition 3.9.  Maximum cardinality among all dominating set is called upper 
domination number of vAG ,  and is denoted by )( ,vAB GD  
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Definition 3.10.  Consider a fuzzy soft graph ,,vAG  where },,,{= 4321 xxxxV  and 

},,{= 21 eeE  Here vAG ,  described by table and 

)},(),,(),,(),,/{(),( 31433221 xxxxxxxxVVxx jie ×∈µ  and for all .Ee∈  

 
Table 1: Tabular representation of a fuzzy soft graph 

ρ  
1x  2x  3x  4x  

1e   0.5   0.7   0.8   0.1  

2e   0.4   0.9   0.8   0.6  

 
µ  ),( 21 xx  ),( 32 xx  ),( 43 xx  ),( 14 xx  ),( 31 xx  
µ   0.4   0.6   0.8   0.4   0.4  
µ   0.2   0.5   0.6   0.2   0.2 

 
Figure 1: Fuzzy soft domination  

Here for corresponding parameter 1e , }},{},,{},,,{},,{},{{ 4121321311 xxxxxxxxxx  are 

dominating set, for corresponding parameter 2e , 

}},{},,{},,,{},,{},{{ 4121321311 xxxxxxxxxx  are dominating set. 

 for corresponding parameter 1e , minimum dominating set is }{ 1x . 

 for corresponding parameter 2e  minimum dominating set is }{ 1x . 

 Fuzzy soft graph minimum dominating number is 0.9=,vABGd  

 for corresponding parameter 1e  maximum dominating set is }{ 4x . 

 for corresponding parameter 2e  maximum dominating set is }{ 2x . 

 Fuzzy soft graph maximum dominating number is 1.5=,vABGD
.
 

Definition 3.11. Two vertices in a fuzzy soft graph ),(),,((=, µρ AAG vA  are said to be 

independent if there is no strong edge between them.  
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Definition 3.12. A subset D of fuzzy soft graph, vAG ,  is said to be independent set if 

),(<),( jiejie xxxx ∞µµ  for all Aexx ji ∈∈ ,, ρ . 

 
Definition 3.13. An independent set D of fuzzy soft graph, )),(),,((=, µρ AAG vA  is 

said to be maximal independent, if for every vertex DVxx lk −∈,  the set },{ lk xxD ∩  

is not independent for all Vxx ji ∈, .  

 
Definition 3.14. The minimum cardinaltiy among all minimum independent set is called 

lower independent number of vAG ,  and is denoted by ))()(=)( , dGi e
VDAe

vAB ρ∑∑
∈∈

.  

 
Definition 3.15. The maximum cardinaltiy among all maximum independent set is called 

upper independent number of vAG ,  and is denoted by ))()(=)( , dGI e
VDAe

vAB ρ∑∑
∈∈

.  

 
Definition 3.16. Consider a fuzzy soft graph ,,vAG  where },,,{= dcbaV  and 

},,{= 21 eeE  Here vAG ,  described by table and 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,/{(),( dbeaeddccbbaVVxx jie ×∈µ  and for all .Ee∈  
 

Table 2: Tabular representation of a fuzzy soft graph 

 
µ  ),( ba  ),( cb  ),( dc  ),( ed  ),( ea  ),( db  
µ   0.5   0.6   0.5   0.5   0.5   0.5  
µ   0.5   0.7   0.5   0.5   0.5   0.5 

 

 
Figure 2: 

ρ  a  b  c  d  e 

1e   0.5   0.6   0.7   0.5   0.8  

2e   0.5   0.7   0.8   0.5   0.9 
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For corresponding parameter1e  minimum independent dominating set is },{ da . 

 for corresponding parameter 2e  minimum independent dominating set is },{ da . 

 Fuzzy soft graph minimum independent domination number 2=,vABGi  

 for corresponding parameter 1e  maximum independent dominating set is },{ ce . 

 for corresponding parameter 2e  maximum independent dominating set is },{ ce . 

 Fuzzy soft graph maximum independent dominating number 3.2=,vABGI  

 
Definition 3.17. Let )),(),,((=, µρ AAG vA  be a fuzzy soft graph without isolated 

vertices. A set D is a total dominating set if for every vertex ,, Vxx ml ∈  there exists a 

vertex ,, Dxx ji ∈ mlji xxxx ,, ≠  such that ji xx ,  dominates ml xx ,  for all Ae∈ ,

., Vxx ji ∈  

 
Definition 3.18. The minimum cardinaltiy among all minimum total dominating set is 
called lower total domination number of vAG ,  and is denoted by 

))()(=)( , dGt e
VDAe

vAB ρ∑∑
∈∈

.  

 
Definition 3.19. The maximum cardinaltiy among all maximum total dominating set is 
called upper total domination number of vAG ,  and is denoted by 

))()(=)( , dGI e
VDAe

vAB ρ∑∑
∈∈

 

 
Theorem 3.20. A dominating set D of an FSG, ),(),,((=, µρ AAG vA  is a minimal 

dominating set if and only if for each Dd ∈  one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) d  is not a strong neighbor of any vertex in D . 
(ii) There is a vertex }{DVv −∈  such that .=)( dDuN ∩  

Proof: Assume that D  is a minimal dominating set of vAG , . Then for every vertex 

,Dd ∈ }{dD −  is not a dominating set and hence there exists }){( dDVv −−∈  which 

is not dominated by any vertex in }{dD − .  

If ,= dv  we get v  is not a strong neighbor of any vertex in D . If dv ≠ ,v  is 

not dominated by }{vD − , but is dominated by D , then the vertex v  is strong neighbor 

only to d  in .D  That is, .=)( dDvN ∩  

Conversely, assume that D  is a dominating set and for each vertex Dd ∈ , one 
of the two conditions holds, suppose D  is not a minimal dominating set, then there exists 
a vertex Dd ∈ , }{dD −  is a dominating set. Hence d  is a strong neighbor to atleast 

one vertex in }{dD − , the condition one does not hold. If }{dD −  is a dominating set 

then every vertex in DV −  is a strong neighbor t atleast one vertex in }{dD − , the 
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second condition does not hold which contradicts our assumption that atleast one of thse 
conditions holds. So D  is a minimal dominating set.   
 
Theorem 3.21. Let ),(),,((=, µρ AAG vA  be an FSG without isolated vertices and D  is 

a minimal dominating set. Then DV −  is a dominating set of vAG , . 

Proof: D  be a minimal dominating set. Let v  be a any vertex of D . Since vAG ,  has no 

isolated vrtices , there is a vertex ).(vNd∈ v  must be dominated by atleast one vertex 

in vD −  that is vD −  is a dominating set. By above theorem, it follows that DVd −∈ . 
Thus every vertex in D  is dominated by atleast one vertex in DV − , and DV −  is a 
dominating set.   
 
Theorem 3.22. An independent set is a maximal independent set of FSG, ),(= EVG  if 
and only if it is independent and dominating set. 
Proof: Let D  be a maximal independent set in an FSG, and hence for every vertex 

DVv −∈ , the set vD ∪  is not in dependent. For every vertex DVv −∈ , there is a 
vertex Du∈  such that u  is a strong neighbor to v . Thus D  is a dominating set. Hence 
D  is both dominating and independent set. 
         Coversely, assume D  is both independent and dominating. Suppose D  is not 
maximal independent, then there exists a vertex DVv −∈ , the set vD ∪  is 
independent. If vD ∪  is independent then no vertex in D  is strong neighbor to v . 
Hence D  cannot be a dominating set, which is contradiction, Hence D  is a maximal 
independent set.   
 
Theorem 3.23. Every maximal independent set in an FSG, ),(= EVG  is a minimal 
dominating set. 
Proof:  Let S be a maximal independent set in a FSG, by previous theorem, S is a 
dominating set. Suppose S is not a minimal dominating set, then there exists at least one 
vertex Sv∈  for which vS−  is a dominating set, But if vS−  dominates )(vSV −− , 

then at least one vertex in vS−  must be strong neighbor to v . This contradicts the fact 
that S is an independent st of G . Therefore, must be a minimal dominating set. 
 
4. Conclusion  
In this paper, we have been investigated the domination in fuzzy soft graph which will 
give new ideas in this field. Also regular fuzzy soft graph have been discussed. Further 
these results can be extended to the field of intuitionistic fuzzy soft graph and in bipolar 
soft graphs. 
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